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Abstract
Arrays are a fundamental mechanism for developing and reasoning
about programs. Using them, one can easily encode a range of im-
portant algorithms from various domains, such as for sorting, graph
traversal, heap manipulation and more. However, the encoding of
such problems in traditional languages is relatively opaque. That is,
such programming languages do not allow those properties impor-
tant for the given problem to be encoded within the language itself
and, instead, rely up on programmer-supplied comments.

This paper explores how array-based programming is enhanced
by programming languages which support specifications and in-
variants over arrays. Examples of such systems include Dafny,
Why3, Whiley, Spec# and more. For this paper, we choose Whiley
as this language provides good support for array-based program-
ming. Whiley is a programming language designed for verification
and employs a verifying compiler to ensure that programs meet
their specifications. A number of features make Whiley particu-
larly suitable for array-based programming, such as type invariants
and abstract properties. We explore this through a series of worked
examples.

CCS Concepts •Theory of computation → Program reason-
ing; •Software and its engineering → Imperative languages;
Data types and structures

Keywords Array Programming, Software Verification, Loop In-
variants

1. Introduction
Arrays provide a powerful and oft-overlooked primitive for use in
programming. Arrays can be used to describe fundamental algo-
rithms from a wide range of areas and disciplines. Sorting algo-
rithms are, of course, one such example. With multi-dimensional
arrays and integer types we can easily encode more complex data
structures, such as sets, trees and graphs, etc. Even linked struc-
tures, typically implemented with references, can be implemented
using arrays (i.e. where array indices replace references, etc). Un-
fortunately, modern languages make array-based programming feel
very “low level” and, instead, promote the use of linked structures
by making struct and/or class constructs feel more “sophis-
ticated”. The essential argument of this paper is that, with proper
programming language support, array-based programming can be
made to feel just as sophisticated.

Numerous programming languages have been developed with
first-class support for specification in the form of pre- and post-
conditions and which typically emphasise the use of automated
theorem provers, such as Simplify [1] or Z3 [2], for static check-
ing. Good examples include ESC/Java [3], Spec# [4], Dafny [5],
Why3 [6], VeriFast [7], SPARK/Ada [8], and Whiley [9–11]. The
development of such tools has proved something of a boon for
array-based programming. This is because the specification lan-
guages they employ, as well as the underlying automated theorem
provers, typically have limited support for dealing with linked data
structures [12]. To work-around this, tool developers and practition-
ers have placed great emphasis on the use of arrays for encoding
problems of interest.

Contribution. This paper explores how array-based program-
ming is enhanced by programming languages which support spec-
ifications and invariants over arrays. This is achieved through a
series of worked examples in the Whiley programming language.

2. Background
In this section, we introduce the Whiley language in the context of
software verification through a series of examples. We do not pro-
vide an exhaustive examination of the language and the interested
reader may find more detailed introductions elsewhere [11].

2.1 Overview
The Whiley programming language has been developed from the
ground up to enable compile-time verification of programs [11].
The Whiley Compiler (WyC) attempts to ensure that every function
in a program meets its specification. When it succeeds in this en-
deavour, we know that: 1) all function post-conditions are met (as-
suming their pre-conditions held on entry); 2) all invocations meet
their respective function’s pre-condition; 3) runtime errors such
as divide-by-zero, out-of-bounds accesses and null-pointer derefer-
ences are impossible. Note, however, such programs may still loop
indefinitely and/or exhaust available resources (e.g. RAM).

2.2 Example 1 — Preconditions and Postconditions
Whiley allows explicit pre- and post-conditions to be given for
functions. For example, the following function accepts a positive
integer and returns a natural number:

function decrement(int x) -> (int y)
// Parameter x must be greater than zero
requires x > 0
// Return must be greater or equal to zero
ensures y >= 0:

//
return x - 1

Here, decrement() includes requires and ensures
clauses which correspond (respectively) to its precondition and



postcondition. In this context, y represents the return value and
may be used only within the ensures clause. The Whiley com-
piler statically verifies this function meets its specification (note,
integers are unbounded and cannot underflow).

The Whiley compiler reasons about functions by exploring their
control-flow paths. As it learns more about the variables encoun-
tered, it takes this into account. For example:

function max(int x, int y) -> (int z)
// Must return either x or y
ensures x == z || y == z
// Return must be as large as x and y
ensures x <= z && y <= z:

//
if x > y:

return x
else:

return y

Here, multiple ensures clauses are given which are conjoined
to form the function’s postcondition. We find that allowing multi-
ple ensures clauses helps readability, and note that JML [13],
Spec# [4] and Dafny [5] also permit this. Furthermore, multiple
requires clauses are permitted in the same manner.

As an aside, we note that the body of the max() above is almost
completely determined by its specification. However, in general,
this it not usually the case and typically there is scope for significant
variation between implementations.

2.3 Example 2 — Data Type Invariants
Type invariants over data can also be explicitly defined:

// A natural number is an integer greater-than-or-equal-to zero
type nat is (int n) where n >= 0
// A positive number is an integer greater-than zero
type pos is (int p) where p > 0

Here, the type declaration includes a where clause constrain-
ing the permitted values. The declared variable (e. g., n or p) repre-
sents an arbitrary value of the given type. Thus, nat defines the
type of natural numbers. Likewise, pos gives the type of posi-
tive integers. Constrained types are helpful for ensuring specifica-
tions remain as readable as possible. For example, we can update
decrement() as follows:

function decrement(pos x) -> (nat n):
//
return x - 1

Types in Whiley are more fluid than in typical languages as
variables can move seamlessly between them. If two types T1 and
T2 have the same underlying type, then T1 is a subtype of T2 iff the
constraint on T1 implies that of T2. For example, pos above is a
subtype of nat as the constraint on pos implies that of nat. As
another interesting example, consider the following:

type anat is (int x) where x >= 0
type bnat is (int x) where 2*x >= x

function f(anat x) -> bnat:
return x

In this case, we have two alternate (and completely equivalent)
definitions for a natural number (we can see that bnat is equivalent
to anat by subtracting x from both sides).

2.4 Example 3 — Loop Invariants
Whiley supports loop invariants which are necessary for proving
properties about loops. The following illustrates:

function sum(int[] xs) -> (int r)
// Every item in xs is greater or equal to zero
requires all { i in 0..|xs| | xs[i] >= 0 }
// Return must be greater or equal to zero
ensures r >= 0:

//
int s = 0
int i = 0
while i < |xs| where s >= 0 && i >= 0:

s = s + xs[i]
i = i + 1

return s

Here, a bounded quantifier enforces that sum() accepts an ar-
ray of natural numbers (which could equally have been expressed
as type nat[]). A key constraint is that summing an array of natu-
ral numbers yields a natural number (recall arithmetic is unbounded
and does not overflow). The Whiley compiler statically verifies that
sum() does meets its specification. The loop invariant is necessary
to help the compiler generate a sufficiently powerful verification
condition to prove the function meets the post condition.

2.5 Example 4 — Properties
Properties are provided as a convenient mechanism for expressing
common parts of a specification/invariant:

property contains(int[] xs, int x, int n)
where some { k in 0..n | xs[k] == x }

Here, the property contains captures the notion that an item
is contained in an array. Properties provide a mechanism for defin-
ing the “language” in which a function’s specification is written.1

3. Case Studies
We now examine array programming in the context of a language
supporting specification and invariants. Whilst our presentation
does focus on the use of Whiley, it should be noted that it applies
equally to other similar languages (e.g. Dafny [5], Spec# [4], etc).

3.1 Maximum Element
Our first example is the well-known problem of finding the maxi-
mum element of an array. This is an oft-used example in the context
of verification [14, 15]. The problem definition is simple:

“Given an array, return the largest value contained therein.”

To begin the process, we must first state this more precisely as
a specification. To do this, we define the concept of “largest” as
follows:

property largest(int[] xs, int x, int n)
where all { k in 0..n | xs[k] <= x }

This states that no element in the array from zero upto (but not
including) n is larger than x (the reason for including the upper
bound n will be apparent shortly). This is not itself sufficient to

1 One may wonder why properties are needed at all. However, properties
have special treatment within the verifier, compared with functions which
are “uninterpreted”.



specify our problem but, using contains() from above, we can
now do so:

function max(int[] items) -> (int r)
// Input array must have at least one item
requires |items| > 0
// Item returned must be largest of any in array
ensures largest(items,r,|items|)
// Item returned must be contained in array
ensures contains(items,r,|items|):

We can immediately see how the language facilitates a more
expressive description of the function, compared with mainstream
languages. In particular, the use of properties and quantification
over arrays is critical here.

At this point, it remains to implement max() and we simply
take the “most obvious” approach. Key to this is a loop invariant
which, at each point, maintains the largest value seen. This can be
viewed diagrammatically as follows:

This represents our implementation operating on a given array
which, at any given point, has determined the maximum element
(as determined by our specification) for all elements upto (but not
including) i.

Our implementation of the max() function is as follows (where
the specification is omitted as it matches above):

function max(int[] items) -> (int r)
...

nat i = 1
int m = items[0]
//
while i < |items|
where i <= |items|
where largest(items,m,i)
where contains(items,m,i):

if items[i] > m:
m = items[i]

i = i + 1
//
return m

The reason that both contains() and largest() were
defined with an upper bound n is now apparent. Doing so allows us
to reuse them for both specification and loop invariant. The latter
is necessary for the Whiley compiler to statically verify that this
function meets its specification.

3.2 Resize
Our next example is a simple function for resizing an array. If the
array size is reduced, all items up to that point are unchanged. If
the array size increases, the new portion of the array is filled with a
default. The following illustrates:

To give the specification for resize(), we define the notion
of “unchanged“ as follows:

property unchanged(int[] xs,int n,int[] ys)
// All elements upto n unchanged
where all { j in 0..|xs| |

j < n ==> xs[j] == ys[j]
}

This states that everything up to a given size n is the same
between xs and ys. Using this, we can specify resize():

function resize(int[] xs, nat n, int v)
-> (int[] ys)

// Returned array is of specified size n
ensures |ys| == n
// All elements retained from old array (up to new n)
ensures unchanged(xs,n,ys)
// All new elements match default value
ensures all {i in |xs|..n | ys[i] == v}:

The specification restricts the possible implementations con-
siderably but still leaves open, for example, the order of itera-
tion through the arrays. As before, our implementation takes the
straightforward approach:

function resize(int[] xs, nat n, int v)
...

int[] rs = [v; n]
nat i = 0
while i < n && i < |xs|
// Ensure array size remains unchanged
where |rs| == n
// All elements up to i match as before
where unchanged(xs,i,rs)
// All elements about n match element
where all {j in |xs|..n | rs[j] == v}:

//
rs[i] = xs[i]
i = i + 1

//
return rs

One curious aspect of our implementation is the loop invariant
clause “|rs| == n”. This clause seems unnecessary as no state-
ment in the loop affects the size of rs. The need for it is an artefact
of the verification system (which is based on Hoare logic). Specifi-
cally, within the body of a loop all knowledge about variables mod-
ified in that loop is lost, except that given in the loop invariant and
condition.

3.3 Cyclic Buffer
A cyclic buffer consists of a fixed-sized array with read and write
pointers that “wrap around”. The key is that we should be able to
write when the buffer is not full, and read when it is not empty. The
following gives a diagrammatic view:

Here, we see a buffer holding five items (marked in gray) where
write has wrapped around and is below read. We can also
see that write identifies the first unused space, whilst read



identifies the first used space (if one exists). The buffer is empty
when “read == write” and full when there is exactly one
unused space (i.e. roughly when “write+1 == read”). We can
encode the general concept of a cyclic buffer as follows:

type Buffer is {
int[] data,
nat read, // read pointer
nat write // write pointer

}
// Read / write pointers within bounds
where read < |data| && write < |data|

Our definition above is not very restrictive and simply requires
both pointers are within bounds. We can now easily define the
notion of an empty buffer:

type EmptyBuffer is (Buffer b)
where b.read == b.write

The type EmptyBuffer further constrains Buffer to the
case where both pointers are the same. Using this we can give a
suitable constructor for Buffer:

function Buffer(int n) -> EmptyBuffer
// Cannot create buffer with zero size!
requires n > 0:

//
return {data: [0;n], read: 0, write: 0}

Here, “[v;n]” generates an array of size n with each element
initialised to v. We see a precondition is necessary on the construc-
tor to ensure “n > 0” as, otherwise, one cannot construct a valid
buffer (i.e. since this requires e.g. “0 <= read < n”). We now
proceed to define the concept of a “non-full” buffer as follows:

type NonFull is (Buffer b)
// Write cannot be immediately behind read
where ((b.write+1) % |b.data|) != b.read

This simply states that write cannot be one space behind
read (accounting for wrap around). Using this definition, we can
give the function for writing into the buffer:

function write(NonFull b,int v)->(Buffer r)
// All items unchanged except at (old) write position
ensures unchanged(b.data, b.write, r.data)
// Item v now at old write pos
ensures r.data[b.write] == v
// Read pointer is unchanged
ensures b.read == r.read
// Write pointer has advanced one position
ensures (b.write+1) % |b.data| == r.write:

//
b.data[b.write] = v
b.write = (b.write + 1) % |b.data|
return b

The post-condition here is perhaps surprisingly involved and,
indeed, is longer than the implementation itself! In fact, it provides
a fairly exact description of what the function does (though, in
general, we find that specifications leave some “wriggle” room for
the implementation). The property unchanged() simply states

that everything in the array is unchanged, except for the item being
written:

property unchanged(int[] xs,int i,int[] ys)
// Size of arrays remains unchanged
where |xs| == |ys|
// All elements except i are unchanged
where all {
j in 0..|xs| | (j != i) ==> (xs[j]==ys[j])

}

At this point, we leave the remainder of the implementation to
the reader’s imagination and simply remark that it follows from the
above as expected.

3.4 Binary Heap
The binary heap is a common data-structure for implementing a
priority queue. From the perspective of array programming, it is
convenient as it implemented using an array with relative ease.
Diagramatically, we can view it as thus:

The key is that, for a given node at index i, the position of its
children is calculated as “(2*i)+1” and “(2*i)+2”. Further-
more, the value of each element is larger (i.e. has higher priority)
than either of its children. We can formalise this quite nicely as
follows:

property valid(int[] H, int n, int i,int c)
// For valid child, value is less than parent
where (2*i)+c < n ==> H[(2*i)+c] < H[i]

property validChildren(int[] H, int n)
// Items on left branch are below their parent’s item
where all{ i in 0..n | valid(H,n,i,1)}
// Items on right branch are below their parent’s item
where all{ i in 0..n | valid(H,n,i,2)}

Property validChildren() gives the invariant which holds
for any valid heap where n represents the number of items cur-
rently in the heap (and for which we will additionally require
n <= |H|). Using this property we can define a suitable data type
for representing heaps:

type Heap is {int[] data, nat length}
// All children within the heap are valid
where validChildren(data,length)
// Never more allocated items than space
where length <= |data|

Thus, a Heap defines a region of data within which all items
are stored and which limits the heap’s maximum possible size. At
any given moment some, all or none of the items in that region
maybe contained in the heap proper (as determined by length).

For completness, we now consider one operation for manipulat-
ing heaps. Figure 1 gives the insert() function. This puts the
item v being inserted into the next available slot, which may break
the heap invariant (i.e. because v is larger than its parent). To re-
store the invariant, the function proceeds to swap v up the tree until
it find the correct spot.



function insert(Heap h, int v) -> (Heap r)
// Heap cannot be full
requires h.length < |h.data|
// Item v is added to heap
ensures contains(r.data,v,r.length)
// All items in heap remain in heap
ensures containsAll(r.data,h.data)
// All items now in heap were in heap (except perhaps v)
ensures containsEx(h.data,r.data,v):

//
nat i = h.length
// Add v to end of heap
h.data[i] = v
// Create (ghost) copy of heap
Heap oh = h
//
int parent = (i-1)/2
// Swap v up to restore invariant
while parent > 0 && h.data[parent] < v
where parent < h.length
where contains(h.data,v,|h.data|)
where containsAll(h.data,oh.data)
where containsEx(oh.data,h.data,v):

// perform a swap
h.data[i] = h.data[parent]
h.data[parent] = v
// update indices
i = parent
parent = (i-1)/2

//
return h

property containsAll(int[] a, int[] b)
// Every item in b is in a
where all { i in 0..|b| |

contains(a,b[i],|b|)
}
property containsEx(int[] a,int[] b,int v)
// Every item in b is in a, except perhaps v
where all { i in 0..|b| |

b[i] == v || contains(a,b[i],|b|)
}

Figure 1. The function for inserting an item into a heap

One interesting aspect of insert() is the use of variable
“oh”. This is commonly referred to as a ghost variable, since
its only purpose is to aid verification [3, 16, 17]. Using this the
loop invariant can refer to h as it was before the loop. Finally,
insert() also employs two properties which extend the property
contains() from before.

4. Discussion
The above case studies highlight how the use of specifications gives
life to simple array-based implementations. That is, the ability to
express invariants explicitly can offset the “low-level” nature of
the array implementation. Such invariants are typically otherwise
hidden (though one can optimistically hope they are at least men-
tioned in the docs). We now provide some further commentary aris-
ing from this.

Properties and Type Invariants. Our case studies make extensive
use of properties to ensure specifications are as readable as possi-
ble. Typically, we also use them as the language for defining the
problem. We can observe some reuse of properties between exam-
ples. For example, contains() is used in the max() and binary
heap examples. Likewise, a similar notion of unchanged() is
used in resize() and the cyclic buffer. We imagine common
properties will be combined into libraries for describing related
problems. And, most likely, that a core set of properties will emerge
as a primary language for describing array problems (which, ide-
ally, would be incorporated into the standard library).

Type invariants are another mechanism we employ to help char-
acterise our problems. In the cyclic buffer problem, defining dif-
ferent states of the buffer (e.g. EmptyBuffer, NonFull, etc)
proved useful. We expect type invariants to be reused less than
properties as, by their nature, they are somehow more “concrete”
(i.e. they range over fixed types).

Other Tools. Whilst this paper focuses primarily on Whiley, the
argument put forward (i.e. that specifications/invariants enhance
array programming) extends to other similar tools. We now con-
sider one such tool, namely Dafny, which is quite comparable to
Whiley [5, 16]. Dafny is an imperative language with support for
objects and classes without inheritance. Like Whiley, Dafny em-
ploys unbound arithmetic, pure functions and provides immutable
collection types with value semantics. Dafny also employs dynamic
frames [18] as a simple mechanism for reasoning about pointer-
based programs. Finally, Dafny has been used successfully in many
verification challenges [15, 19–22] and for reasoning about pointer-
based programs such as the Schorr-Waite algorithm for marking
reachable nodes in an object graph [5]

Figure 2 provides a Dafny implementation of the max() func-
tion from §3.1. Generally speaking, this is largely similar to the
Whiley implementation. However, there are some differences be-
tween the two. For example, Dafny treats arrays as references
which can be null and, hence, requires it be established they are
not. Likewise, reads clauses are required to declare any reference
variables that may be accessed within a method. Finally, predicate
methods (analogous to properties in Whiley) must declare precon-
ditions to ensure, for example, arrays are not null and array accesses
are within bounds.

Loop Invariants. The need for loop invariants remains some-
thing of a barrier-to-adoption for tools like Whiley and Dafny.
Flanagan and Qadeer commented that “While method specifica-
tions also function as useful documentation and may be helpful for
code maintenance, loop invariants do not provide comparable ben-
efits” [23]. Their experiences using ESC/Java lead them believe that
“the burden of specifying loop invariants is substantial”. Likewise,
Beckert et al. note that, in general, “loop invariants are polluted by
formulas stating what the loop does not do.” [24].

Numerous techniques exist for automatically inferring loop in-
variants and we hope such work will ease the burden [25–30].
Abstract interpretation over some mathematical domain (e.g. lin-
ear inequalities [31], polynomials [32] or convex polyhedra [33])
is one common approach and, for example, Dafny employs some
techniques here already. This is particularly effective at identifying
arithmetic relationships between variables, but not so much for gen-
erating quantified invariants (i.e. as needed for array-manipulating
programs [28]). Predicate abstraction is another well-studied tech-
nique from model checking which has been adopted for inferring
loop invariants by several researchers [23, 34–36]. Predicate ab-
straction works by exploring all permutations of a predefined set
of predicates to (hopefully) identify one or more true invariants.
The limitation here is the need for a predefined set of predicates, as
this restricts what invariants can be inferred. Another common ap-



predicate method
largest(xs: array<int>, x: int, n: int)
requires xs != null && n <= xs.Length;
reads xs;{
(forall k :: 0 <= k < n ==> xs[k] <= x)
}
predicate method
contains(xs: array<int>, x: int, n: int)
requires xs != null && n <= xs.Length;
reads xs;{
(exists k :: 0 <= k < n && xs[k] == x)
}

method max(items:array<int>) returns(r:int)
// Input array must have at least one item
requires items != null && items.Length > 0;
// Item returned must be largest of any in array
ensures largest(items,r,items.Length);
// Item returned must be contained in array
ensures contains(items,r,items.Length);
{
r := items[0];
var i := 1;

while i < items.Length
invariant i <= items.Length;
invariant largest(items,r,i);
invariant contains(items,r,i);
{

if items[i] > r { r := items[i]; }
i := i + 1;

}
}

Figure 2. Dafny implementation of the max() function from §3.1.

proach is to exploit the connection between a loop’s invariant and
its postcondition (assuming this is known) [37]. The strategy here
is to progressively weaken a loop’s postcondition yielding one or
more candidate invariants. For example, Furia and Meyer do this
by exhaustively examining all mutations of the postcondition [28].

5. Related Work
Verification. Small array-oriented programs have long been used
in the context of verification. Dijkstra’s Dutch National Flag prob-
lem, although somewhat contrived, is perhaps one of the most
widely used for introducing loop invariants [38]. The essential
problem is to sort an array of three colours (i.e. those making up
the Dutch National Flag) into the correct order. The solution re-
quires only a single loop with a rather nice loop invariant. The
introductory books of Broda et al. [39], Kourie and Watson [14]
and Backhouse [40] all provide worked solutions to this problem
to illustrate loop invariants, whilst Gries leaves it as an exercise
for the reader [37]. Numerous verified solutions have also been
given [22, 41, 42].

The Correctness-by-Construction (CbC) approach pioneered by
Dijkstra, Hoare and others promotes the development of programs
by progressive refinement from specifications [43, 44]. Kourie and
Watson applied this to a range of simple array-based programs,
such as finding the maximum element of an array, performing a
linear search through an array, finding the longest matching array
segment, etc [14]. Dony and Le Charlier developed a tool for

teaching students the CbC method [45]. Their stated ambition was
to restrict themselves to “a very simple programming language
with simple types (limited to finite domains) and arrays, and to
address (relatively) small examples such as searching and sorting
algorithms”. This, they claimed, allowed problems to be specified
clearly and formally.

In works on verification, especially those related to teaching,
the presentation of loop invariants almost always coincides with
the use of array-based examples (which is perhaps not entirely
surprising). Back emphasises the value of “drawing good figures
to illustrate the way the algorithm is intended to work” where
his examples primarily correspond with array diagrams similar to
those seen in this (and many other) papers [46]. He goes on to
claim clear benefit from focusing on “well understood application
domains (mostly array manipulation programs)” when teaching.
In a similar vein, Astrachan argues that “invariants are especially
useful in introductory courses” but are often avoided because of
the mathematical notation involved [47]. Instead, a preference in
this context is for the use of invariant diagrams which, again, are
typically (though not exclusively) over arrays.

Finally, we observe that a large portion of the problems set in
verification challenges are array problems of the kind illustrated
here. For example, in VSCOMP’10 three out of five were array
problems (with the remainder on linked lists) [20]. Likewise, in
COST’11 two out of three were array problems (with the others on
trees) [15]. However, in VerifyThis’16 only one out of three was an
array problem [22].

Languages. Fortran, for a long time, has been the undeniable
king of high-performance computing in part, at least, because of
its strong emphasis on arrays. Early success with vectorising com-
pilers for Fortran77 lead to numerous efforts to support parallelisa-
tion across different architectures, such as the High-Performance
Fortran (HPF) standard [48], Vienna Fortran [49] and Co-Array
Fortran [50]. Fortran arrays are declared via the DIMENSION at-
tribute which allows one to specify the rank (number of dimen-
sions), shape (size of each dimension) and extent (ranges for each
dimension).

Pascal, despite the lack of dynamic arrays (described as a “de-
fect” by Wirth [51]), also has surprisingly expressive support for
static arrays. Since array types include the exact range of permitted
indices, interesting subtype relationships can be enforced. For ex-
ample, a value of type “ARRAY[1..100] of T” is not permit-
ted to flow into a location of type “ARRAY[0..99] of T”. In-
deed, any ordinal type can be used to restrict the range of permitted
indices. For example, a variable of type “ARRAY[byte] of T”
has an index for every possible byte value.

The Ada programming language provides a similar mechanism
to Pascal for defining and accessing bounded arrays, though ad-
ditionally supports explicit subtypes [52]. The SPARK/Ada sub-
set [8] also provides syntax for expressing specifications and in-
variants (and support for static checking), some of which migrated
into Ada 2012 [53].

The X10 language from IBM was designed from the begin-
ning with an aim to “include a rich array sub-language that sup-
ports dense and sparse distributed multi-dimensional arrays” for
the purposes of high performance computing [54]. However, the
language designers struggled to achieve “acceptable levels of per-
formance for a single unified array sub-language” [55]. To resolve
this, they instead identified a set of core mechanisms which allowed
powerful array primitives to be provided via libraries. X10 also pro-
vided, like Whiley, support for constrained types [56]. This meant
their libraries, for example, could “use constrained types to en-
force that the number of dimensions used in indexing operations ...
matches the rank” [55].



The Java-based language Lime, also from IBM, bears some sim-
ilarity to X10, though it focused on exploiting GPU and FPGAs as
accelerators [57]. Key differences over Java include the introduc-
tion of deeply immutable arrays and also bounded (i.e. fixed-sized)
arrays. The latter plays an important role in Lime for expressing in-
puts and outputs for stream operators. Furthermore, bounded arrays
are always accessed by index expressions which are statically guar-
anteed to be within bounds which, like Pascal, is achieved through
ordinal ranges.

Trojahner and Grelck argued that array programming “imposes
non-trivial structural constraints on ranks, shapes, and element
values of arrays” [58]. They employed dependent types on Single
Assignment C (SAC) (a compiled functional array language) pro-
grams to ensure such constraints are enforced. For example, that ar-
ray accesses are within bounds, and that arguments for function in-
vocations have appropriate shape [59]. In doing this, they acknowl-
edge that the system may sometimes be unable to decide correct-
ness and, in such cases, generate runtime checks instead. Finally,
we note that it would be interesting to consider the use of other de-
pendently typed languages (e.g. Agda [60], Idris [61], F∗ [62], etc)
for array programming.

6. Conclusion
Through a series of short case studies, we have explored how spec-
ifications and invariants enhance array programming. We believe
much is gained from expressing specifications and invariants as
these are typically otherwise hidden. This is especially true for
array programs which often involve subtle and complex invari-
ants. We also find the specification languages used in systems like
Whiley and Dafny are ideally suited for describing array problems.
Of course, their real power comes from statically verifying pro-
grams meet their specifications, and we hope further advances will
see them used more widely.
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